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Chapter 1: Climbing To The Top 

Freestyle acrobatics and traditional acrobatics have the same structure. 
They both give a ‘ladder’ to climb for their athletes. The Traditional athletes 
who compete in the Olympics will go to qualifiers and National 
Championships building up their medals to qualify for competitions around 
the world. If they do well at these events they will qualify to represent their 
country on the world stage at the Olympics. 


Freestyle athletes will go on social media and build up their following in the 
same way. They will train hard just like a traditional athlete will but instead 
of competing at a formal competition, most Freestyle athletes will post 
their accomplishments online and get followers the same way traditional 
athletes get medals. 


It is part of our biological DNA to try and build up recognition within our 
society with family and friends. Everyone does this in different ways and 
sometimes people argue about what the best way is. There is no “best 
way” because everyone is slightly different so everyone finds their own 
way that is best for them. 


Freestyle athletes will go to competitions as well such as Red Bull Art Of 
Motion or GT Games to also win medals but most of the reputation a 
Freestyle athlete gets is from their online status. 


For a traditional athlete they will only be able to compete at competitions 
but Freestyle athletes who build their reputation online have a lot more 
flexibility in how they build their reputation. Social media allows a lot more 
freedom compared to traditional acrobatics. 


This can lead to more injuries if Freestyle athletes are not careful and think 
about what they are doing. Traditional athletes have coaches who help 
them climb to the top but Freestyle athletes are more independent so the 
responsibility is in their hands. For this reason, Freestyle athletes will work 
together with their community online and at events to help learn skills. 


Traditional And Freestyle Are Similar! 



Chapter 2: Freestyle Community Structure 
The overall Freestyle community is actually made of many different smaller 
Freestyle communities that are training independently outside traditional 
education. These communities are:


1) Freestyle Trampoline/ G-Tramp  
2) Parkour/Freerunning  
3) Tricking 
4) Street Diving  
5) X-Pogo  
6) Trampoline Wall  
7) Trampoline Dunking 
8) Slacklining  
9) Splash Diving / X-Diving / Cliff Diving / Death Diving 
10) Bar Calisthenics 
11) Wind Tunnel Flying  
12) Flyboarding/Hydroflight 

These communities post videos online all the time and usually interact 
through social media. Athletes will meet up with each other and help each 
other train and support each other online with comments and likes on their 
posts to show support for each other. 


Each of these communities have live events where athletes can train 
together and compete for prizes. By making posts online and attending 
different events, Flippers will be able to build their reputation. If they can 
build it enough, they will end up making a full time career in Flipping with 
their friends through brand partnerships. 


Flippers will work with brands and the brands will help the Flippers create 
a living in the community. It is a balance between online fame and offline  
real world product or service that can be used to help others.


The community will help you build an online and offline reputation that 
you can build a full time career with 



Chapter 3: Freestyle Trampoline / G-Tramp 

The Freestyle Trampoline community is broken down into two main parts: 


1) G-Tramp community that is made of less experienced athletes who 
jump on their garden trampolines 


2) Freestyle Trampoline Community that is made of older Flippers looking 
to make a career out of the community


The G-Tramp community is like a baby-version of the larger Freestyle 
Trampoline community. Flippers in each community meet up a few times a 
year and share posts online. They support each other online and offline at 
the meet ups regularly like the other Freestyle communities. 


In 2007 G-Tramp was new and only a few snowboarders did it. Other kids 
started trying it based on the videos they saw online and by the time 
famous Youtube Tanner Braungardt starting making videos, the G-Tramp 
community was growing quickly. 


In 2017, the GT Games created by the Freestyle Trampoline Association 
(FTA) was the first formal competition for the new community. After the 
success of the first GT Games, the FTA created many more events and 
athletes could compete at each event to get to the GT Games. 


For the older Flippers, the FTA created Freestyle Frenzy which was a 
different series of events that was made for companies. These companies 
would get involved and help the community grow. The fun GT Games side 
of the community along with the more competitive Freestyle Frenzy side 
would help give structure to the online community to allow it to grow. 


The FTA creates a lot of educational information for athletes and wants 
Flippers to take their training seriously and help build their own 
community. By helping the community to grow, Flippers can learn about 
trampoline, life and themselves. 


The Freestyle Trampoline community focuses on teaching athletes to 
be responsible for their own training and their own community as it 

grows 



Chapter 4: Social Media Overview 

Social media is half of the community and how you represent yourself on 
social media will determine how much reputation you can get in the 
community. Social media can be stressful because it is like always having 
to measure your accomplishments with likes and comments. It can get 
overwhelming. 


Social media can be used for good and for bad. If you are naturally a 
happy person you will tend to look at social media as a good thing that 
can help people. Social media can connect people from across the world 
and can help people you never met before. It can spread joy and hope 
when times are tough and can help Flippers create a life they always 
dreamed of. 


On the other hand, social media can be dark and shows everyone that not 
everyone is happy with their lives. Some people will use social media to 
hurt others and to make themselves feel better. Most Flippers use it for 
good because they are trying to build their reputation within the online 
community and if they are mean to others they will not be well respected. 


Social media Influencers are people who have a large following online and 
are basically online celebrities that younger kids look up to. They have 
responsibility to be respectful online and help guide the young kids. 
Sometimes Influencers have their own goals though and people need to 
allow them to use their social media in their own unique way without 
criticizing them. Influencers work hard at building a following and 
sometimes all the public pressure on their accounts can get stressful.


Flippers should aim to get a good number of followers who can help them 
get online and offline opportunities but do not think that getting 1 million 
followers will solve all your problems. Without having a real-world skill 
such as being an editor, a coach or helping a local trampoline park run an 
event, it will be hard to make a full time job in Flipping. 


Social media creates unique opportunities to the new generation but 
do not forget to build a real-world skill as well. Mix the online and 

offline world together for create a great career in Flipping 



Chapter 5: Freestyle Training And Social Media 

Many think that Freestyle Flippers are dangerous and reckless but that is 
not true. Freestyle Flippers simply want more control over their training 
and use social media to help them. 


Athletes will train together in groups, then make edits and post those edits 
online to get feedback. Most of the feedback is positive and allows the 
athlete to progress and gives them confidence to keep training. 


Many athletes ‘live’ online and post their videos to different groups hoping 
to get recognition by leaders of the industry. The leaders will tend to 
support these younger athletes and give them support online. 


The Freestyle athletes are generally thinking about building their skills in a 
progressive step by step sort of way. They are not simply throwing crazy 
skills despite what some people say. Most athletes work together in 
groups to help each other and create friendships with local Flippers. They 
work together as a team to help each other and support each other. 


Flippers can work together in harmony because they are not competing 
against each other directly and are generally more friendly towards each 
other because of the fact a lot of their community is based on social 
media, not just competition. They are training to prove to themselves they 
can do flips and want more control over their flips. 


Yes, Flippers can be reckless like any teenager can. They are climbing the 
hierarchy that largely determines how successful they will be in the rest of 
their lives but remember to be smart when you are training for a long 
career in Flipping with minimal injuries.


See this video for a typical training for Freestyle Flippers: 
https://studio.youtube.com/video/6Zh9pigNJ0o/edit 



Chapter 6: Traditional Training Mentality 

Traditional acrobatics tend to like not Freestyle acrobatic because they feel 
it is unsafe. The traditional acrobatic community has had lots of major 
injuries in the earlier days in the 60’s and 70’s where they got in big 
trouble. The injuries caused them to have to be very cautious about safety 
or their entire sport would be destroyed. 


They tried to put trampolines into schools and after several injuries they 
got kicked out. They also tried to make trampoline sparks back in the 60’s 
and 70’s that also had many injuries. 


Due to the injuries and bad publicity, the traditional athletes were 
controlled for their own safety. Traditional coaches fear that if they give too 
much freedom to their athletes to figure out training on their own, there will 
be more injuries.


When people are scared of something they tend to try to ignore it and this 
is why the traditional acrobats have tried to ignore Freestyle trampoline 
and have openly said they do not like it. When they are able to see the 
benefits to them, they will be more accepting so it is the job of the 
Freestyle community to show them the benefits.


Traditional coaches do not criticize because they are mean, but because 
they are trying to help but do not really know how to do it. Many Freestyle 
Flippers say that they do not like the over controlling mentality of the 
traditional community so they turned to their backyard or their local 
trampoline park. 


When Freestyle athletes can show that they can take responsibility for 
being safe during their training, the traditional community will be happy to 
be involved and can help them grow even bigger. 


Traditional acrobats are nervous about Freestyle Trampoline because 
of their past injuries. If the Freestyle Trampoline community can prove 
they will not repeat the same mistakes, they will want to help build the  

community 



Chapter 7: Freestyle Training Mentality 

The Freestyle community as a whole likes to take training into their own 
hands. They are independent athletes who think they know what it takes to 
be an Influencer and skilled athlete. They do have courage and a lot of 
great ides but they do not know everything. The experience of an older 
coach will help all Freestyle athletes and the FTA highly encourages it. 


The FTA teaches coaches to take a hands-off approach when working with 
Freestyle athletes. Athletes should be able to take a leadership position in 
training but need to have a coach who can help keep them on track and 
avoid injuries. Not everything is worth learning through experience! 


Coaches who want to help Freestyle athletes need to simply give them the 
lead but stay close and help them when they ask for it. Giving help before 
it is asked for will lose the attention of a Flipper. It does not mean they do 
not want or need help, but a coach needs to allow the athlete to fall down 
in controlled circumstance in order to have the athlete experience what the 
right and wrong way of doing a skill is. 


Trying to prevent the learning process by giving information too early 
eliminates the possibility for the athlete to take responsibility for their 
training. By working with the athlete, coaches can teach athletes to take 
responsibility for their training. 


Traditionally, coaches took all the responsibility for an athlete’s training and 
the new generation would rather work it out on their own. Coaches who 
wish to help guide athletes should keep this in mind and not control the 
athlete’s training more than is absolutely necessary for safety. Coaches 
can say “NO!” To a Freestyle athlete in extreme situations but to control 
them day to day during training is not helpful for developing a sense of 
responsibility for their training. 


Freestyle Flippers need guidance and generally want guidance if the 
coach can let them take the lead and be simply there to help them do 

that safely and effectively  



Chapter 8: Conclusion: 

For you young Freestyle Flippers please realize that you are not really 
doing anything new than the traditional industry. You are creating a sport in 
your own image the same way they did and you are climbing the ladder of 
success. 


Flippers may be using social media more than traditional athletes but 
traditional athletes used TV the same way. Social media allows Flippers to 
work together and hopefully become Influencers but do not forget that 
being a productive, hard working person in the real world is the only way 
you will be successful. 


Social media helps Flippers develop a career with more opportunities and 
different options than traditional careers. Do not forget that without a skill 
or a value to society in the real world, promoting garbage online will never 
get you a full time Flipping career. The online and offline aspects of the 
new Freestyle communities work together and both are equality important. 


Freestyle athletes need to take their training seriously even if they are 
trying to take on the challenge independently. Traditional coaches are not 
bad people but simply have a fear that the Freestyle community may not 
know all the answers. 


It is the responsibility of the Freestyle Flippers to prove that they are able 
to build their community without destroying all the hard work of the 
traditional leaders. Traditional leaders have no issue helping the new 
freestyle community but they do struggle in speaking the right language 
and letting Flippers take control over their training. 


Freestyle and traditional acrobatics are not really any different. The 
only difference is that Freestyle Flippers want more control over their 

training. They need to earn that control by showing they are 
responsible for it 




